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REINFORCEMENT LEARNING TECHNIQUE IN MULTIPLE 
MOTORWAY ACCESS CONTROL STRATEGY DESIGN
ABSTRACT
An appropriately designed motorway access control can 
decrease the total travel time spent in the system up to 30% 
and consequently increase the merging operations safety. 
To date, implemented traffic responsive motorway access 
control systems have been of local or regulatory type and 
not truly adaptive in the real sense of the meaning. Hence, 
traffic flow can be influenced positively by numerous intel-
ligent transportation system (ITS) techniques. In this paper 
a contemporary approach is presented. It considers the 
design philosophy of an optimal and adaptive closed-loop 
multiple motorway access control strategy. The methodology 
proposed uses the artificial intelligence technique - known 
as reinforcement learning (RL) with multiple agents, and 
applies the Q-learning algorithm. One segment of the mo-
torway network with three lanes in each direction and three 
motorway entries was designed. The detectors and traffic 
signals were placed at the entries (ramps). Traffic flows and 
traffic occupancy on the main line as well as the traffic de-
mand on the motorway entries were taken as input model 
variables. The output variables referred to the travel speed 
on the corridor, the total travel time, and the total stop time. 
VISSIM micro-simulator and direct programming of the simu-
lator functions were used in order to implement the RL tech-
nique. The peak hour was chosen for the time of simulation.
The model was tested in two phases. Its effectiveness 
was compared to ALINEA. It was observed that the proposed 
strategy was capable of responding both to dynamic sensory 
inputs from the environment and to dynamically changing 
environment. The model of the environment and supervision 
were not required. The control policy changed as response 
to the inherent system characteristic changes. It was con-
firmed that the strategy was truly adaptive and real-time re-
sponsive to the traffic demand on the corridor.
KEYWORDS
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telligence, Q-Learning, simulation
1. INTRODUCTION
Recurrent and non-recurrent motorway congestion 
leads to delays, reduced traffic safety, increased fuel 
consumption, and serious air pollution as well. Such 
congestion limits the motorway throughput at times 
when it is most necessary, i.e. during the peak hour. 
The throughput becomes even more critical when non-
recurrent congestion occurs. Building new motorways 
will leave current motorway infrastructure insufficiently 
utilized. On the contrary, traffic flows can be positively 
influenced by numerous intelligent transportation sys-
tem (ITS) techniques.
The examples of motorway access control systems 
are numerous. ALINEA [5, 11, 17, 18] is the first con-
trol strategy on a local level and is based on direct im-
plementation of classical control theory with feedback. 
Other efforts include genetic fuzzy approach, artificial 
neural networks, and two-level motorway access con-
trol approach [9, 21, 22].
All the existing motorway access control algo-
rithms, although traffic responsive, are not truly adap-
tive to traffic parameter changes [19, 20, 14]. Most of 
them are of local regulatory type [4, 5]. Adaptive in this 
sense is opposed to the common controversial inter-
pretation of the term in literature. It means more than 
giving a real time traffic response only. Additionally, 
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the control policy changes itself as a response to the 
inherent systems characteristics. In other words, in or-
der to be truly adaptive, the system should be capable 
of learning continuously [4].
In this respect, by implementing the information 
technology methodology, i.e. the specific artificial in-
telligence technique, a truly adaptive strategy for mul-
tiple motorway access control can be designed and 
developed. The main research hypothesis refers to the 
statement that motorway access control can be a com-
pletely adaptive and optimal closed loop control strat-
egy that minimizes total travel time on the corridor.
This paper is an attempt to go a step further and 
use the adaptive control strategy when the level of 
traffic density necessary to be maintained is not pre-
defined – a situation wherein the strategy itself learns 
how to minimize the total travel time spent in the sys-
tem. Furthermore, the agents continuously learn by 
themselves and adapt to the environment changes 
accordingly.
2. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 
TECHNIQUE USED
Reinforcement learning (RL) is a machine learning 
technique which does not require supervised training 
as it is the case with other learning techniques such as 
neural networks. It is based on goal-directed learning 
from interaction with an environment, i.e. what to do 
or how to map situations or states towards actions in 
order to maximize a numerical reward signal. By trying, 
exploring, and exploiting actions in an iterative pro-
cess, the learner – the so-called autonomous agent, 
senses and learns in its environment how to choose 
the optimal action, or the actions that yield the cumu-
lative reward.
More specifically, the agent and the environment 
interact at each sequence of discrete time steps 
, , ,t 0 1 2 3f= . At each time step, the agent, t, re-
ceives some representation of the environment’s 
state, here expressed as s St !  (where S is the set of 
possible states), and accordingly selects an action, 
here expressed as a A st t! ^ h (where A st^ h is the set of 
actions available in state st ). One time step later, part-
ly - as a consequence of its action, the agent receives 
a numerical reward, r Rt 1 !+ , and finds itself in a new 
state, St 1+ . A trainer may provide a reward or penalty 
to indicate the desirability of the resulting state. The 













At each time step, the agent implements mapping 
of the state representations and the probabilities of 
selecting each possible action. This mapping is called 
the agent’s policy. The most important features of the 
agent are trial and error search and delayed reward.
In RL, the agent goal is formalized in terms of a 
special signal called a reward that passes from the 
environment to the agent. The agent tries to select 
actions so that the sum of the discounted rewards it 
receives gets maximized, here expressed as
R r r r rt t t t t k
k
1 2 3 1
0
f= + + + =c c c
3
+ + + + +
=
k2 / , (2)
where Rt  is the expected discounted reward, rt  is the 
reward in the time step t, and γ is the discount rate.
In particular, it chooses at to maximize the expect-
ed discounted return, where c  is a parameter between 
zero and one.
Almost all reinforcement learning algorithms are 
based on estimating value functions i.e.-functions 
of states (or state - action pairs) that estimate how 
good it is for the agent to be in a given state. This is 
explained in 2.1.
2.1 Q-Learning
One of the most important improvements in RL was 
the development of an off-policy Temporal Difference 
(TD) control algorithm known as Q-learning. This al-
gorithm, developed by Watkins, has been researched 
most frequently, both theoretically and practically. This 
is mainly due to its origination from the concept and 
principles of Dynamic Programming (DP) [1]. Thus re-
lated to DP, Q-learning integrates planning and learn-
ing unlike other reinforcement algorithms [2]. One of 
the most important features of this algorithm is that 
it does not require a pre-specified model of the envi-
ronment upon which to base its action selection. In-
stead, only relationships between states, actions, and 
rewards are learned. Almost all of the traffic control 
methods, except the recent ones, usually require pre-
specified models of traffic flow to generate short-term 
predictions of traffic conditions or to assess the im-
pacts of possible control decisions [3].
The Q-learning task can be defined as acquiring 
optimal policy r  by learning value function V* of the 
optimal policy *r , provided by perfect knowledge of the 
immediate reward function r and the state transition 
function d . When the agent knows the functions r and 
d  used by the environment to respond to its actions, 
then it can calculate optimal action for any state s as
( , ) ,arg maxs r s a V s a* *r c d= +
a
^ ^^h hh6 @. (3)
If the evaluation function ,Q s a^ h represents the 
reward, which is received for executing action a from 
state s and to which the value discounted by c  is add-
ed, here expressed by
, , ,Q s a r s a V s a*c d= +^ ^ ^^h h hh, (4)
then the agent will select optimal actions even when 
it has no knowledge of the functions r and δ, that is 
to say
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Figure 1 - First test case layout
Figure - test case layout2 Second
,arg maxs Q s a* =r
a
^ ^h h (5)
In this case, independently of the policy being fol-
lowed, the learned action-value function Q directly ap-
proximates Q*, that is to say the optimal action-value 
function.
It is assumed that under certain conditions in a de-
terministic world (for MDP) estimated value for Q^ will 
converge to true Q value. Different authors have made 
some modifications of the original algorithm introduc-
ing learning rate a expressed by
, , ', ' ,maxQ s a Q s a r Q s a Q s a'# + +a c -a^ ^ ^ ^h h h h6 @, (6)
where ,Q s a^ h is the function of the action reward, a 
is the learning rate 0 1< <a^ h, c  is the decrease rate 
parameter, ', 'Q s a^ h is the function of the new action 
value 'a  for the new state 's .
Learning rule used in this research is defined by 
Q-learning algorithm by Watkins for non-deterministic 
processes [16]. This is the case because the probabil-
ity distributions both for the reward function ,r s a^ h and 
for the transition function ,s ad^ h depend on s and a 
only. They do not depend on previous states or actions 
as it is a non-deterministic Markov decision process 
(MDP). Since traffic is a stochastic process, in the 
learning rule
, , ,Q s a r s a V s a*c d= +^ ^ ^^h h hh (7)
the non-deterministic environment has to be accom-
modated. The function of the action reward ,Q s a^ h 
is redefined as a value expected from the previously 
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In equation (8), ,Q s ant ^ h is a value expected from 
the previously defined value for deterministic case of 
the action function а for state s, na  is the learning rate, 
', 'Q s an 1-t ^ h is the value expected from the previously 
defined value of the new action 'a  for the new state 's .








In the above equation s and a are the state and ac-
tion updated during the n-th iteration, and ,visits s an^ h
is the total number of times that this state-action pair 
has been visited up to including the n-th iteration. This 
rule is suitable for deterministic case when na  is 1. As 
n increases na  decreases. By reducing na  at an ap-
propriate rate during training, convergence of Q values 
can be achieved. In order to speed up the learning pro-
cess, fixed na  was used in our experiments.
3. MODEL TESTING
In order to test the control strategy, a few scenarios 
were divided into two test cases in accordance with 
the traffic parameters:
 – the first test case - coordinated control and param-
eters measurements taken at the motorway exit, 
with known traffic demand on the main line (Figure 
1);
 – the second test case - coordinated control and 
measurements taken downstream at each mo-
torway entry, with unknown traffic demand on the 
main line (Figure 2). During this test case two types 
of scenarios were developed: 1 - testing when there 
is no traffic congestion, 2 - testing when there is 
traffic congestion in the corridor.
In order to estimate the feasibility of the suggested 
strategy for optimal adaptive coordinated control of 
the motorway entry ramp, the results from the agents 
that learn were compared to the results from the case 
with no control strategy and to those from the case 
with ALINEA control - the widely implemented control 
strategy used as a regulator.
The results gained from the simulations with no 
control strategy were taken as the base case and the 
rest of the results that were compared to it were esti-
mated. Testing was conducted after sufficient number 
of iterations with different numbers of states and after 
Q-values convergence [4].
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The above presented strategy for optimal adaptive 
coordinated motorway access control uses the so-
called look-up table. [4]
4. DISCUSSION
Within the first test case (coordinated motorway ac-
cess control, measurements at the exit of the corridor, 
traffic demand known), improvements were as follows:
 – savings in travel time up to 14.50%;
 – delay decrease by 26%;
 – average stop time per vehicle decrease by 37%;
 – average number of stops per vehicle decrease by 
35%, and
 – the number of vehicles exiting the network increase 
by 14%.
It is evident that this type of control strategy needs 
a longer phase of learning for the agents, which makes 
the strategy not efficient enough. Therefore, localized 
motorway entry access was implemented, whereas 
traffic parameters were measured on the mainline 
downstream of each access (the second test case). 
During this test case two types of testing (scenarios) 
were performed:
1. testing with no traffic congestion present;
2. testing with traffic congestion present.
After performing tests with data showing no traffic 
congestion present (Scenario 1), it was noticeable that 
there were significant improvements regarding:
 – delay (decreased by 30%) (Figure 3);
 – average stop time per vehicle (reduced by 78%);
 – average number of stops per vehicle (reduced by 
80%) proving the smoothness of traffic flow;
 – longer traveling, evident travel time and delay de-
crease and a significant difference after one hour 
of travel.
There was very little improvement in:
 – travel time (reduced by 3.29%);
 – number of vehicles exiting the corridor (increased 
by 3%);
 – speed change (increased by 0.33% only).
It was noticeable that the strategy followed real-
time traffic parameters change, particularly during the 
transition from the state of congestion to the normal 
state. The results from implementation of ALINEA for 
the same effectiveness parameters were similar to the 
corresponding results gained by the suggested control 
strategy. This similarity could be explained with the 
fact that there was no recurrent congestion on the cor-
ridor, which made this strategy inferior as compared 
to ALINEA.
Regarding travel time savings, speed increase, and 
the number of vehicles exiting the corridor, the results 
gained with ALINEA were not very promising. This is 
important because the ALINEA strategy implementa-
tion requires some parameter calibrations to be made 
for the particular motorway and for the corresponding 
traffic demand. However, the above coordinated con-
trol strategy testing can be performed on unknown 
traffic demand. Therefore, in the case with no traffic 
congestion, the suggested strategy could be imple-
mented with learning performed with traffic demand 
similar to the one preceding the implementation.
During the second test case (with traffic conges-
tion on the corridor and with unknown traffic demand) 
the Q-learning strategy shows extraordinarily good re-
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sults after relatively small number of iterations (about 
1500). The outcome results were as follows:
 – savings in travel time increase by 15%;
 – delay decreases by 26% (Figure 4);
 – average stop time per vehicle decreases by 38%;
 – average number of stops per vehicle decreases by 
35%;
 – increase in the number of vehicles exiting the net-
work by 10%;
 – speed increase by 9.85%.
Improvements were almost doubled compared to 
the results with ALINEA implementation with the same 
measures of effectiveness (8.41%, 13%, 20%, 19%, 
6.22%, and 3.55%, respectively). It was obvious that 
the strategy adjusted itself to the traffic conditions, i.e. 
it is adaptive and responds to the real-time traffic de-
mand. Thus, the main research hypothesis stated at 
the very beginning has been proven [4].
The best improvement was achieved in the case of 
control implementation with data showing no conges-
tion (for the average stop time per vehicle and average 
number of stops per vehicle).
Regarding all the measures of effectiveness, the 
best results were gained when control strategy was 
implemented on unknown traffic demand with conges-
tion. This shows that the suggested strategy is feasible 
for coordinated motorway access control that is opti-
mal, adaptive, and traffic responsive.
After the testing with data where there is traffic 
congestion and unknown traffic demand on the cor-
ridor, the strategy that uses Q-learning showed extraor-
dinarily good results after relatively small number of 
iterations. Thus, its feasibility and efficiency have been 
confirmed as well.
Suggested coordinated control strategy proves bet-
ter than ALINEA in relation to the average stop time 
per vehicle and average number of stops per vehicle 
during the peak hour. The evidence of this lies in the 
smoothness of the traffic flow with no interruptions in 
terms of stop-and-go. This leads to reduced fuel con-
sumption per vehicle, reduced air pollution, and re-
duced environmental pollution as well. [4]
5. CONCLUSION
Bearing in mind the results of the model testing, it 
can be concluded that an optimal adaptive coordinat-
ed motorway access control is feasible for performing 
multiple motorway access control.
This research opens broad possibilities for rein-
forcement learning technique implementation in traf-
fic control. Some of the steps in scientific research 
to follow are to deal with coordinated control for non-
congested traffic, traffic signal control on isolated in-
tersections, and examination of the model efficiency 
after implementation.
This research shows the implementation of real-
time traffic control strategy. Several facts confirm its 
uniqueness such as:
1. the strategy requires no environment modeling;
2. the strategy is truly adaptive;
3. supervision is not necessary,
4. no need for traffic parameters prediction;
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5. the best optimal control strategy, based on the cur-
rent traffic state only and on the current control 
conditions, simplifies the approach;
6. the strategy can be implemented in real time since 
the model requires neither simulation steps to be 
performed nor any calculations to be made during 
the implementation phase
Taking the above into account, the conclusion fol-
lows that the strategy is a firm basis for further re-
search in the area of the self-learning adaptive coordi-
nated traffic corridor control.
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АПСТРАКТ
ТЕХНИКАТА НА ПРИНУДНО УЧЕЊЕ ВО 
ПРОЕКТИРАЊЕТО НА СООБРАЌАЈНАТА 
КОНТРОЛА НА АВТОПАТ СО ПОВЕЌЕ ПРИСТАПИ
Соодветно проектирана контрола на пристап на 
автопат може да го намали вкупното време на патување 
во системот за 30% и последователно да ја зголеми 
безбедноста на влевање на возџлата. Досегашните 
зависни системи за контрола на сообраќајот на пристапот 
на автопат беа од локален или регулаторски тип, што значи 
дека не беа целосно адаптивни во вистинското значење 
на зборот.Оттука, на сообраќајниот ток може да се влијае 
со бројни техники на интелигентните транспортни системи 
(ИТС).
Во овој труд е претставен современ пристап кон 
филозофијата на оптимална и адаптивна контролна 
стратегија на повеќепристапен автопат со затворена 
јамка. Предложената методологија ја користи техниката 
на вештачка интелигенција, позната како принудно учење 
(ПУ) со повеќекратни агенти и го применува алгоритмот 
на Q-учење.
Проектирана беше една делница од мрежата на 
автопат со три ленти во секоја насока и три пристапа 
(влезни рампи). Беа поставени детектори и светлосни 
сообраќајни знаци на сите три рампи. Како влезни 
променливи во моделот беа земени: големината на 
сообраќајни токови, густината на сообраќајот на главниот 
коридор и сообраќајната побарувачка на пристапите кон 
автопат. Излезните променливи величини се однесуваа 
на брзината на патување на коридорот, на вкупното 
време на патување и на вкупното време на застанување. 
За да се реализира техниката на ПУ, се примени 
микросимулаторот VISSIM и директното програмирање 
на симулаторските функции. За време на симулација е 
избран врвниот час.
Моделот беше тестиран во две фази. Неговата 
ефикаснот беше споредена со ALINEA. Се заклучи 
дека предложената стратегија може да одговори на 
динамичките влезови од сензорите на околината и на 
динамичкипроемнливата околина. Контролата политика 
самата се менуваше како одговор на промените на 
инхерентните системски карактеристики. Се потврди 
дека стратегијата е вистински адаптивна и зависна од 
сообраќајната побарувачка на коридорот во реално 
време.
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